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Linux Server Hacks, Volume Two : Tips & Tools for Connecting, Monitoring, and TroubleshootingO'Reilly, 2005
Today's system administrators deal with a vast number of situations, operating systems, software packages, and problems. Those who are in the know have kept their copy of Linux Server Hacks close at hand to ease their burden. And while this helps, it's not enough: any sys admin knows there are...
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Stem Cell Labeling for Delivery and Tracking Using Noninvasive Imaging (Series in Medical Physics and Biomedical Engineering)CRC Press, 2011

	Stem Cell Labeling for Delivery and Tracking Using Noninvasive Imaging provides a comprehensive overview of cell therapy imaging, ranging from the basic biology of cell therapeutic choices to the preclinical and clinical applications of cell therapy. It emphasizes the use of medical imaging for therapeutic delivery/targeting,...
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Blitzkrieg: From the Ground UpCasemate, 2017

	An examination of the German Blitzkrieg operations from Poland to Operation Barbarossa, as experienced by junior commanders and enlisted men, exploring why they were so successful.

	

	The successes of the German Blitzkrieg in 1939–41 were as surprising as they were swift. Allied...
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iPod Repair QuickStepsMcGraw-Hill, 2007
Get more life out of your iPod
Like every other electronic device, iPods break down. Until now, the prospect of repairing an iPod was daunting, if not nearly impossible for the average user. In this full-color, inexpensive guide, the owner of the fastest-growing chain of iPod repair shops in the U.S. shares the...
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Boatowner's Illustrated Electrical HandbookMcGraw-Hill, 2006
Keep your boat's electrical systems running and reliable.
Boatowner's Illustrated Electrical Handbook is perfect for learning how your boat's electrical system and much of its equipment works, and it will be an invaluable guide when adding equipment as well. This book needs to be in every boater's library as a ready...
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Photoshop CS3 Workflow: The Digital Photographer's Guide (Tim Grey Guides)Sybex, 2007
Set up an effective workflow and set your imagination free
If you're like most artists, the idea of structuring your work may seem at odds with true creativity, but you'll be surprised to learn from digital imaging expert Tim Grey that just the opposite is true. This latest edition of his bestselling guide to Photoshop shows you how proper...
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Upgrading & Fixing Laptops For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2005
Keep your laptop on top of its game!
Find out how to care for your laptop, what can go wrong, and what you can fix      

A laptop is much more than a PC that shrank. It has unique needs, and this book shows you how to meet them. You'll discover how to diagnose and fix common problems, replace parts, add external upgrades, and develop...
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Cartilage Repair StrategiesHumana Press, 2007

	The focus of this book is to create a comprehensive analysis of cartilage injury and repair strategies. Twenty chapters cover proven and emerging procedures and methodologies. Readers will be able to understand the clinical problem, appropriate diagnosis, and repair strategies relevant to first line and secondary cartilage repair...
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The Adobe Photoshop Layers Book: Harnessing Photoshop's Most Powerful Tool, covers Photoshop CS3Focal Press, 2007
Create, correct, and control with layers, 
the most powerful tool in Photoshop and Photoshop Elements

Imagine yourself in total control of every adjustment to your photos. Youve seen the illustrations in glossy magazines, the fine art reproductions in museum catalogs, the award-winning pictures of professional...
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50 Awesome Auto Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2005
The Evil Genius format is the perfect "vehicle" for 50 incredible automotive projects that are compatible with any car, no matter what make, model, or year. Focusing on low-cost, easily obtained components, the book lists the items needed to complete each project along with a troubleshooting and repair section.     


...
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Service Life and Durability of Reinforced Concrete Structures: Selected Papers of the 8th International RILEM PhD Workshop held in Marne-la-Vallée, ... September 26-27, 2016 (RILEM Bookseries (17))Springer, 2018

	
		This volume contains the proceedings of the 8th International PhD Student Workshop on Service Life and Durability of Reinforced Concrete Structures that was held in Marne-la-Vallée, France, on September the 26th and 27th 2016.

	
		Topics discussed in the book are related to durability performance of reinforced...
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Jenkins Continuous Integration CookbookPackt Publishing, 2012


	Jenkins is a Java-based Continuous Integration (CI) server that supports the discovery of defects early in the software cycle. Thanks to over 400 plugins, Jenkins communicates with many types of systems, building and triggering a wide variety of tests.





	CI involves making small changes to software, and then building and...
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